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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Company Name, Project Location & Effective Date
Avalon Rare Metals Inc.
Corporate Office – Avalon Rare Metals Inc.
Contact:
Bill Mercer
Phone:
416 864 2267
Address:
Suite 1901, 130 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5H 3P5
Field Office at Nechalacho (Thor Lake) Camp
Contact:
Chris Pedersen (Project Geologist)
Alternates: Randy O’Keefe (Site Supervisor), or
Martin Helligman (Alternate Project Geologist)
Camp Internet Phone: 1-604-484-9139, or
Satellite Phone: 1-600-700-1222
Effective Date of Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
May 2014

1.2

Corporate Environmental & Safety Policy

Avalon Rare Metals Inc. (referred to hereafter as “Avalon” or ‘the Corporation’) recognizes that
maintenance of environmental quality is vital to the Corporation’s existence, progress, and continued
development. The Corporation will maintain high environmental standards limited only by technical and
economic feasibility. The Corporation will take positive action to protect the safety of its workers, conserve
natural resources, and minimize the impact of its activities on the environment through diligent application
of appropriate technology and responsible conduct at all stages of exploration, mine development, mining,
mineral processing, decommissioning, and reclamation.
The purpose of Avalon’s Safety and Environmental Policy is to provide a measurable framework for the
performance of the Corporation’s activities in an environmentally responsible manner, ensuring
compliance by the Corporation and its employees with all applicable environmental regulations and
commitments.
Avalon will:


Obey the law and conduct all business in an ethical manner;



Evaluate, plan, construct, and operate all projects and facilities to reduce adverse environmental
impacts and to meet or exceed applicable environmental laws, regulations, and standards. In the
absence of applicable regulations, the Corporation will apply cost effective best management practices
to protect the environment. Require managers of all projects and operations to adhere to the
Corporation Environmental Policy and to identify, evaluate, and minimize risks to the environment;
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Continuously review environmental achievements and technology to seek and implement methods for
further improvement;



Require all operations to have site specific emergency response plans which meet or exceed all
applicable regulations;



Conduct regular environmental, health and safety preparedness and emergency response plans to
verify compliance with the Corporation’s policy and applicable regulations;



Identify revisions or improvements to current practices in order to minimize environmental impacts.
Report findings regularly to the Board of Directors;



Educate employees in environmental matters and responsibilities relating to performance of their
assigned tasks;



Foster communication with shareholders, the public, employees, indigenous people and government
to enhance understanding of environmental issues affecting the Corporation’s activities;



Work pro-actively with government and the public to define environmental priorities. Participate in
the development of responsible laws for the protection of the environment; and



Allocate sufficient resources to meet the Corporation’s environmental goals. Annually assess the
projected costs of decommissioning and reclamation of appropriate amount to ensure that there will
be sufficient cash reserves to pay for these costs upon closure.

Avalon’s health and safety policies were approved and adopted by the Board of Directors on the 18th day of
July, 2006.

1.3

Plan Purpose & Scope

The purpose of Avalon’s Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (Plan) is to provide a strategic action plan for
effectively managing potential erosion and sedimentation issues that may occur in relation to any
component of the Nechalacho Rare Earth Metals Project (Nechalacho Project). The Plan is a working
document which will be kept current by the EHS Coordinator during the construction and operations
phases of the Project. Avalon will update this Plan to ensure conformance with the conditions of any land
use permits or water licenses granted for the Nechalacho Project.

2.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1

General Project Description

Avalon Rare Metals Inc. (Avalon) is a publicly traded company engaged in the exploration and development
of rare metal deposits in Canada. Avalon’s 100% owned Thor Lake Property is located at Thor Lake in the
Mackenzie Mining District of the Northwest Territories, about 5 km north of the Hearne Channel of Great
Slave Lake and approximately 100 km southeast of the city of Yellowknife. Avalon proposes to mine, mill
and produce a mixed rare earth concentrate from the Nechalacho deposit, located on its Thor Lake
Property. The proposed project is referred to as the Nechalacho Rare Earth Metals Project (Nechalacho
Project).
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Approximately 12-15 million tonnes of resources will be mined from the Nechalacho deposit over a period
of approximately 20 years of operations. Construction will begin 24-30 months prior to operations, and
reclamation activities will commence following cessation of all operations and continue for a period of
approximately three years.
Rare earth elements (REEs) will be mined underground and concentrated at the Nechalacho Mine and
Flotation Plant site. While originally the resulting mixed REE concentrate was planned to be barged across
Great Slave Lake to Pine Point for extraction of REE from the concentrate through hydrometallurgical
processing, due to process optimization, associated logistical challenges and the agreement with Solvay,
there is a high probability that the concentrate will now be barged directly to Hay River and direct shipped
by rail for further treatment outside of the Northwest Territories.
It is expected that the hydrometallurgical facility would be in production approximately one year after
start-up of the concentrator at Nechalacho. The resulting rare earth element precipitate will then be
processed in the Solvay refinery in France.
However, at this time, in accordance with Land Use Permit MV2014D0001 granted by the Mackenzie Valley
Land and Water Board, Avalon is commencing with the Preliminary Site Preparation and Construction
Phase of the overall Nechalacho Project. This proposed program will precede the construction and
development of the main Nechalacho Project and is described in the following section.

2.2

Preliminary Site Preparation and Construction Phase

A combination of contractors and direct –hired personnel under the direction of Avalon will be responsible
for implementation of the Preliminary Site Preparation and Construction Phase.
The initial 12 to 16 month Preliminary Site Preparation and Construction Phase is planned to commence in
early May 2014 and will include:


Site preparation (clearing);



Construction, maintenance, upgrading and use of site roads, laydown areas, and pads;



Construction of sediment control structures;



Construction/extension of the airstrip to 1,000 m and apron;



Establishment of a preliminary 100 person Construction Camp and power supply;



Construction of a preliminary diesel fuel storage tank (up to 1.4 ML tankage) near the dock;



Temporary explosives storage;



Development of previously approved rock quarry;



Crushing of mine rock for site preparation;



Development of a portal at surface; and



Initiation of concrete foundation construction for Project infrastructure.
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The Preliminary Construction Camp (100 person) will be established within the footprint of the proposed
future Flotation Plant site as indicated in (Figure 1). An alternative site is also being considered on
previously disturbed land located between the plant site and exploration camp (Figure 1) in an effort to
reduce construction noise for mine employees. Existing roads and trails will be used to move equipment
and personnel on-site.
To efficiently conduct the Preliminary Site Preparation and Construction Phase, portions of the existing
access road between the barge unloading area and the construction camp, airstrip and quarry areas will be
upgraded as necessary to facilitate safe and efficient vehicle transportation in the Project area.
The existing exploration camp, which was established 30 years ago and is located on the northwest shore
of Thor Lake (Figure 1), will continue to be maintained in accordance with LUP No. MV2011C0006.
Avalon also re-purposed three historic trailers that are now located near the existing airstrip. These
trailers will be utilized for overflow activities and management facilities for the Preliminary Program.
These trailers have a single generator for power, a fresh water tank and outhouse facilities.
2.2.1

Regulatory Environment

Several statutes apply to erosion and sediment control planning in the Northwest Territories.
These include:


Territorial Lands Act and Regulations



Northwest Territories Waters Act and Regulations



Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act and Regulations



Fisheries Act and Regulations



Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act and Regulations



Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and Regulations



Canadian Environmental Protection Act and Regulations

3.0

BACKGROUND

Surface erosion is the process of physical and chemical weathering of rock and soil, and the transport of the
resulting particulates by water, wind, gravity, and thermal processes (Claridge and Mirza 1981). Although
erosion occurs naturally, it can be exacerbated by human activities that result in soil exposure, or increases
or changes in water transport patterns. The deposition of both inorganic and organic particulates in water
bodies can result in adverse impacts to aquatic biota and their habitats. In most cases, however, the extent,
duration, and consequences of erosion can be avoided or mitigated through proper planning, the
application of suitable designs, effective monitoring, and timely maintenance.
Erosion and sediment control at the Nechalacho Project site will be guided by existing industry and
government best management practices, including Alberta Transportation’s Erosion and Sediment Control
Manual (Alberta Transportation 2011) and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) Land
Development Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Habitat (DFO 1993). Although these guidelines were
developed for conditions in Alberta and British Columbia, they are generally applicable for northern areas,
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with the understanding that subarctic climatic, vegetation, and particularly, permafrost conditions may
require modification of designs and procedures to effectively manage erosion and sedimentation.
This version of Avalon’s Erosion and Sediment Control Plan is focused on the best management practices
and general mitigation methods that may or will be applicable to the Preliminary Site Preparation and
Construction Phase. This plan will be updated as necessary in the future as the Nechalacho Project
progresses through the detailed design and main construction and operations phases.

4.0

SITE ACTIVITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS

Land disturbance or modifications associated with the Preliminary Site Preparation and Construction
Phase of the Nechalacho Project will generally be limited to:


Site preparation (clearing);



Construction, maintenance, upgrading and use of site roads, laydown areas, and pads;



Construction of sediment control structures;



Construction/extension of the airstrip up to 1,000 m and apron;



Construction of a preliminary diesel fuel storage tank (up to 1.4 ML tankage) near the dock;



Development of previously approved rock quarry; and



Development of the portal at surface.

Figure 1 identifies the locations of these proposed infrastructure developments, as well as existing roads
within the Project footprint.
Within the Nechalacho Project area, most of the new developments will be situated in areas comprised
mainly of bedrock or over thin organics over bedrock (Avalon 2011). This is apparent in soil mapping of
much of the Project footprint (Figure 2), which shows a preponderance of bedrock and coarse materials in
areas proposed for infrastructure development.

5.0

EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES

This section outlines the main Best Management Practices (BMPs) that will be considered and applied as
appropriate during the Preliminary Site Preparation and Construction phase of the Nechalacho Project.
More detailed BMPs for the main erosion and sediment control measures to be implemented as necessary
during the initial Site Preparation and Construction phase are provided in Appendix A.

5.1

Procedural BMPs

Procedural BMPs are non-structural methods or procedures that can reduce erosion and sediment
transport at a construction site. These include site management and scheduling practices that may use
structural erosion or sediment control BMP’s to achieve their goals. Commonly used procedural BMPs are
provided in the following sections.
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5.1.1

Site Management



Minimize Project Footprint - Construction boundaries will be carefully demarcated to restrict
vegetation removal and soil disturbance to active development sites. No vegetation will be removed
and no machinery will be permitted outside of these locations.



Perimeter Control - During clearing and grubbing, the minimized limits of construction activity should
be clearly marked.



Minimize Exposed Soil - By minimizing the total disturbed soil area and the disturbed soil area at any
time, the erosion potential is reduced and the quantity of sediment control measures is reduced. It is
noted that tree cutting and removal is not equated with soil disturbance. This activity can be done
with minimal disturbance of the understory. There are wildlife protection constraints that may
require tree removal in advance of soil stripping to mitigate the potential disturbance of nesting
activities.



Site Access Management - The site should be accessible from only a limited number of points. The main
access roads should be graveled to minimize the tracking of material off site.

5.1.2

Surface Water Management BMPs

Water management BMP’s are non-structural methods or procedures that include on-site and offsite
measures, focusing on surface water management.


Use Existing Drainage - Existing watercourses tend to be well-vegetated and have natural rates of
erosion. Discharges from the construction site containing natural levels of sediment should be
conveyed to existing, undisturbed watercourses.



Design Drainage Channels Appropriately - Drainage channels should be designed with appropriate
depths, slopes, cross-sections and linings (armored or vegetated). Natural channel design is
recommended for watercourse diversions.



Flow Isolation - Clean water drainage from upstream areas should be diverted around the construction
site wherever practical, to reduce the quantity of water that must be managed on site. This can be
achieved using ditches, berms, pipes or culverts as appropriate.



Diversion around Construction Site - Strategically placed diversion ditches can help direct water
movement on site by reducing the total amount of water and reducing its interaction with erosion
prone sites.

5.1.3

Erosion Control BMPs

Erosion control BMP’s are intended for application to exposed soil/sediments where there is a need to
reduce the potential for erosion due to wind, rain splash or flowing water. Preventing erosion at the source
reduces the amount of sediment that needs to be managed by downstream sediment control measures.
Erosion can be controlled by protecting surfaces from runoff (exposed surface protection) or by reducing
the quantity or velocity of flow (runoff control).
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Slope Texturing/Grading - The accumulation of water and its movement over a large soil surface can
cause erosion, and this can be exaggerated by a topography promoting high runoff velocity. Re
contouring methods and roughing up the surface area can help to reduce the risk of erosion. Re
contouring the soil surface can reduce erosion by shortening the length and decreasing the angle of the
slope. Texturing of slopes, either by roughening the surface, tracking the surface, or installing grooves
or benches. Texturing reduces the runoff velocity, traps sediment, and increases the infiltration of
water into the soil.



Energy Dissipater - Rock riprap, gabions or sandbags can be installed at areas such as culvert outlets
or drop structures to reduce flow velocities and protect against erosion. Dissipaters with high flow
rates should be designed by a qualified professional.



Riparian Zone Preservation - Watercourse erosion potential is significantly reduced by preserving
natural vegetation, to reduce runoff velocity and enhance infiltration.

5.1.4

Sediment Control BMPs

Sediment control BMP’s are intended for application to flowing water where the risk assessment indicates
the need to retain mobilized sediment. It is advisable to install sediment control measures within the
construction site, close to the sediment source. This reduces the quantity of water that must be managed
and reduces the consequences of a failure. Sediment control can be accomplished by filtering or settling
sediment-laden runoff water.


Natural vegetation can slow runoff through surface vegetation and trap it by infiltration or by settling
as the flow velocity reduces within the vegetation.



Silt Fencing - Silt fencing is a permeable fabric barrier installed vertically on support posts typically
along contours to capture and filter sediment laden sheet flow runoff. It causes water to pond allowing
sediment to settle out as water filters through fabric. It also entraps and minimizes coarse sediment
from sheet flow or overland flow from entering water bodies. It serves as a perimeter control for
sediment transport and deposition. Alternative barriers of equivalent performance may also be
utilized.



Runoff Ponds/Sediment Traps - Low height dam enclosure for impoundment of sediment laden runoff,
sedimentation of silt size particles and release of treated runoff. They can be constructed by excavating
a pond or building embankments above the original ground surface. Sediment traps can be used at the
outlet of diversion ditches and at the outlet of any structure that carries sediment-laden runoff,
promoting settlement of sediment prior releasing to enter downstream watercourses.



Dust Control - Water will be applied as necessary during dry periods to increase soil cohesion.

5.2

Infrastructure Design Considerations

5.2.1

Access Roads and Stream Crossings

As previously indicated, most of the new developments will be situated in areas comprised mainly of
bedrock or in areas of thin organics over bedrock. Previous experience with the existing site access roads is
that there has been minimal erosion associated with these roads.
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The main site access road has experienced some sedimentation events, in particular during spring
snowmelt and precipitation events. This has resulted in some local, temporary ponding of water that has
then subsequently evaporated.
However, some limited erosion has been observed in the banks of the existing airstrip. Upon completion of
the airstrip construction, erosion control on the slopes will be investigated. For example, Avalon has
considered seeding of the slopes with a rapidly growing indigenous grass species (Calamagrostis
Canadiensis). Some grasses and small bushes have begun to naturally revegetate the banks and stabilize
them.
During the Preliminary Site Preparation and Construction phase, portions of the existing access road
between the barge unloading area and the construction camp, airstrip and quarry areas will be upgraded as
necessary to facilitate safe and efficient vehicle transportation in the Project area. The main design
elements for the access road upgrades and the Fred Lake drainage crossing are illustrated in Figure 3.
During installation of any culverts and in particular the culvert and associated earthworks near the Fred
Lake drainage, silt fences (or equivalent erosion control measures) will be employed to prevent sediment
reporting to the natural drainage courses. Embankment slope compaction, texturing, rip-rapping and active
re-vegetation techniques will be employed as necessary to minimize potential erosion and sedimentation
associated with development of the embankments associated with installation of the arch across Fred
Creek.
All erosion and sediment control structures will be regularly monitored and maintained to ensure proper
functioning. Maintenance will include watering of road surfaces during dry summer periods to reduce dust
formation, examination of the integrity of ditches and sediment control structures, and removal of
excessive accumulations of sediment from traps and sediment ponds.
More detailed BMPs for the main erosion and sediment control measures to be implemented as necessary
during the initial Site Preparation and Construction phase are provided in Appendix A.
5.2.2

Nechalacho Plant Site Pad

Preparation of the Nechalacho plant site pad will involve initial site clearing and grubbing, stripping and
storage of overburden where present and levelling of the terrain using surface blasting, excavation and
grading techniques.
During preparation of the unlevelled site, sediment control measures will be installed before commencing
any blasting, excavation or earth moving. Mitigation measures such as silt fencing or organic matting flow
control structures will be used to prevent erosion of flow of sediment-laden water into any natural
drainage or watercourse. These measures will be regularly maintained and monitored until construction
has been completed, the site stabilized and permanent sediment control structures are in place.
Avalon's water management design considerations for plant site surface runoff during construction and
operations, including the site drainage patterns and the sediment collection ponds which will be installed
to manage surface runoff during seasonal storm events are illustrated in Figure 4.
More detailed BMPs for the main erosion and sediment control measures to be implemented as necessary
during the initial Site Preparation and Construction phase are provided in Appendix A.
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The dark blue pond will be a mine dewatering pond and used to capture contact water. During operations
this water will be reintroduced into the concentrator process streams. The light blue ponds are designed to
capture general site runoff – the purpose of these ponds will be for sediment control prior to release.
During the future operations phase of the Project, the water collected in these ponds will be pumped and
treated for use in the concentrator.
The site runoff ponds – designed to be operational at the end of construction will be designed in accordance
with existing Civil Design Criteria (Hatch 2014). The design for non-critical ditching, culverts, etc. will be
based on 1 in 25-years rainfall event with a minimum of 10 minutes in duration. The design will be checked
against a 100 years event to ensure that a 'safe' flow path exists through all parts of the site. A safe flow
path may include overland flow (in the event that ditches overflow, for example), but it is such that the runoff will not cause undue erosion, flood key process areas, pick up contaminants or have other damaging or
undesirable effects. Design for critical structures which are vital to the access and operation of the plant
site will be designed based on 1 in 100 year’s rainfall event.
Loading over culverts will be in accordance to AASHTO H2O except in areas where heavy or special
equipment operate which actual vehicle loading will dictate.
The amount of run-off will be calculated using the Rational Method, as follows:
Q= (1/360) xCxIxA Where:
Q=
C=
I=
A=

Flow in cubic metres per second
Run-off coefficient
Rainfall intensity in millimetres per hour
Area in hectares

The average run-off coefficient will be based on the values shown on Table 1. Surface drainage will be by
open ditches based on the criteria shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Run-off Coefficient
Run-off Coefficient
Gravel roads and yard areas

0.30

Unimproved areas

0.40 - 0.70

Asphalt, concrete and roof areas

0.90

Table 2: Surface Drainage Design Criteria
0.3
1.5
4.5
6
0.3
300
300
450

Maximum flow velocity (unlined)(m/s)
Maximum flow velocity (riprap)(m/s)
Maximum flow velocity (concrete lined)(m/s)
Minimum ditch slope (%)
Minimum ditch depth (mm)
Minimum width of ditch bottom (mm)
Minimum culvert size (mm)
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Ditch sizing will be checked using the Mannings formula:
Q = (Ae S')/ n Where:
Q=

Flow in cubic metres per second

A=

Cross sectional area of flow in metres squared

Slope in metres perimeter Hydraulic radius in metres
n=

Coefficient of roughness

Sediment control storage ponds will be sized to store the runoff volume from a 1:25 year 24 hour peak
storm event in addition to the maximum monitoring storage and volume from snow melt for average year
conditions plus 300 mm freeboard.
Contact water ponds will be sized to store the runoff volume from a 1:100 year 24 hour peak storm event
or 100-year 30-day rainfall snow melt, whichever is higher. This will be in addition to the maximum
monitoring storage volume plus 300 mm freeboard.
All erosion and sediment control structures will be regularly monitored and maintained to ensure proper
functioning. Maintenance will include watering of road surfaces during dry summer periods to reduce dust
formation, examination of the integrity of ditches and sediment control structures, and removal of
excessive accumulations of sediment from traps and sediment ponds.
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APPENDIX A
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR SEDIMENT AND EROSION
CONTROL

Appendix A-1

Riparian Zone Preservation

Appendix A-2

Silt Fence

Appendix A-3

Sediment Trap

Appendix A-4

Slope Texturing Grading

Appendix A-5

Hand Seeding

Appendix A-6

Riprap Armouring
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RIPARIAN ZONE PRESERVATION
EROSION CONTROL BMP
Description and Purpose


Protection of existing plants and trees adjacent to all natural water bodies (riparian
zones) adjacent to construction areas.



Existing vegetation acts as an effective vegetative buffer strip as a form of erosion and
sediment control measure.

Applications


Permanent measure.



Existing established vegetation acts as an effective sediment control and erosion control
buffer strip barrier to slow down flows and allow sedimentation filtration to occur.



May be used along property boundaries to minimize sediment transport off
construction site despite non-presence of watercourse adjacent.

Limitations


Preservation of riparian zones may interfere with construction efficiency.



Careful planning is required to work around preserved riparian zones.

Construction


It is highly important to preserve an established vegetative buffer as freshly planted
vegetation generally require substantial growth periods before they are as effective as
established riparian zones.



Wherever possible, retain as much existing vegetation as possible between construction
areas and sensitive zones (wetlands, marshes, streams, floodplains, etc.) to entrap
sediment and to minimize sediment transport off of the construction site into the
sensitive zones.



Define and delineate riparian zones to be preserved in Environmental Construction
Operations Plan (ECO Plan) prior to commencement of construction.



Clearly mark riparian zones to be preserved in the field (with construction fencing,
survey flagging, or other highly visible measure) so all personnel involved with
construction operations can identify areas to be preserved.

EROSION AND SEDIMENT
CONTROL PLAN
PRELIMINARY SITE
PREPARATIONS AND
Riparian
Zone Preservation
CONSTRUCTION
PHASE

Reference:
Alberta Transportation,
Erosion and Sediment
Control Best Management
Practices, June 2011.
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Construction Considerations


Riparian zones must be fenced off immediately to minimize trespassing and to ensure
effectiveness of riparian zone is maintained.



Do not allow equipment to enter areas not necessary to construction.



Based on site-specific situations established buffer zones of adequate width.

Inspection and Maintenance


Maintain fences protecting riparian zones from trespassing.
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SILT FENCE
SEDIMENT CONTROL BMP
Description and Purpose


A silt fence is a temporary sediment barrier consisting of fabric stretched across and
attached to supporting posts and entrenched into the soil. It is generally installed
perpendicular to the flow direction to slow or stop water and to allow filter/perimeter
protection, settling of soil particles, and/or reduce water velocity/erosive forces.



The purpose of this BMP includes, but is not limited to:


Intercepting sheet flow.



Intercepting and detaining small amounts of water from disturbed areas during
construction operations in order to allow for filtering or settling of soil particles.



Decreasing down slope sheet flow velocity.



Retain soil particles on site.

Applications


This BMP may be used for perimeter protection. It may be used in combination with
other BMPs.



This BMP may be used below disturbed areas subject to sheet and rill erosion where
drainage area is no greater than .25 acre per 30 m of barrier and the slope behind the
barrier should be no steeper than 2 horizontal feet to 1 vertical. On relatively flat slopes,
the maximum disturbed slope distance should not exceed 30 m. The allowable
disturbed slope distance decreases as the slope gets steeper.

Limitations


This BMP should not be used:


Where rock or hard surfaces prevent the full and uniform anchoring of the barrier.



Directly in perennial streams or water courses.



Around drop inlets.



In front of storm drain inlets.



As a diversion dam.

Reference:
Alberta Transportation,
Erosion and Sediment
Control Best Management
Practices, June 2011.
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Construction Considerations


The BMP should be placed along contours.



The bottom of the fabric must be continuously and securely anchored for its entire
length to reduce undermining.



The height of the fence shall be adequate to reduce the potential of silt from leaving the
job site.



There must be at least a 1 m overlap at vertical seams to avoid leakage. Both ends of the
overlap must be securely attached to posts.



Increase the elevation at the ends of the BMP installation to prevent "end runs."

Inspection and Maintenance


During construction, inspect BMPs daily during the workweek. Schedule additional
inspections during storm events. Make any required repairs.



Replace damaged sections of fabric.



Repair damaged BMPs due to end runs or undercutting.



Sediment should be removed when deposits reach one-half the height of the BMP.
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GENERAL NOTES:
1.
SEE NOTE 2 (TYP.)
2.

3.

4.
5.
PROTECTED
AREA

POSTS SHALL HAVE SUFFICIENT STRENGTH AND DURABILITY
TO SUPPORT THE FENCE THROUGH THE LIFE OF THE
PROJECT.
INSTALL THE ENDS OF THE SILT FENCE TO POINT SLIGHTLY
UPSLOPE TO PREVENT SEDIMENT FROM FLOWING AROUND
THE FENCE.
SPLICES SHALL NEVER BE PLACED IN LOW SPOTS OR SUMP
LOCATIONS. IF SPLICES ARE LOCATED IN LOW OR SUM
AREAS, THE FENCE MAY NEED TO BE REINSTALLED UNLESS
THE PROJECT ENGINEER APPROVES THE INSTALLATION.
INSTALL SILT FENCING PARALLEL TO MAPPED CONTOUR
LINES.
DURING EXCAVATION, MINIMIZE DISTURBING THE GROUND
AROUND TRENCH AS MUCH AS IS FEASIBLE, AND SMOOTH
SURFACE FOLLOWING EXCAVATION TO AVOID
CONCENTRATING FLOWS. COMPACTION MUST BE ADEQUATE
TO PREVENT UNDERCUTTING FLOWS.

1.8 m MAX. SPACING
SILT FENCE
PROTECTED
AREA

TYPICAL SILT FENCE DETAIL
SCALE: NTS
TOP OF BANK

X
TYPICAL DITCH CROSS SECTION
SCALE: NTS

Q:\Vancouver\Drafting\Engineering\V151\V15103072-02\14\V15103072-02.14_FIG BMP A-2_R0.dwg [BMP A-2] May 06, 2014 - 7:32:04 am (BY: FOURNIER, SAMUEL)

GEOTEXTILE
BACKFILLED
& COMPACTED
NATIVE SOIL

FASTEN GEOTEXTILE TO POST
EVERY 150 mm O.C. WITH SELF
LOCKING TIE (TYP.)

VERTICAL POST

600 mm MIN.

100 mm x 100 mm TRENCH
BURY GEOTEXTILE
IN TRENCH

600 mm MIN.

1.8 m MAX.
ELEVATION
FENCE ON SLOPE
SCALE: NTS

TYPICAL INSTALLATION DETAIL
SCALE: NTS
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SEDIMENT TRAP
SEDIMENT CONTROL BMP
Description and Purpose


A temporary sediment trap is a small ponding area formed by constructing an earthen
embankment with a rock outlet to allow for soil particle settling.



The purpose of this BMP includes, but is not limited to:
 Intercepting and detaining small amounts of water from disturbed areas during
construction operations in order to allow settling of soil particles.
 Retaining sediment on site.

Applications


This BMP may be used below disturbed areas where the total contributing drainage
area is less than 3 acres. Drainage areas larger than 3 acres may use other BMPs such as
siltation ponds or settling tanks, as defined in applicable permit conditions. It may also
be used where the sediment trap will be used no longer than 18 months. This BMP may
be used in combination with other BMPs.

Limitations


This BMP should not be used:
 In areas where the total contributing drainage area is more than 3 acres.

Construction Guidelines


The area under the embankment shall be cleared and stripped of any vegetation and
root mat.



Fill material shall be free of roots or other woody vegetation, organic material and
other unsuitable material.



All embankment slopes shall be not steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical.



The embankment shall be seeded.

Inspection and Maintenance


During construction, inspect BMPs daily during the workweek.



Schedule additional inspections during storm events. Make any required repairs.



Sediment shall be removed when it has accumulated to one-half the original dimension.

Reference:
Alberta Transportation,
Erosion and Sediment
Control Best Management
Practices, June 2011.
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SLOPE TEXTURING/GRADING
EROSION CONTROL BMP
Description and Purpose


Texturing of slopes, either by roughening the surface, tracking the surface, or installing
grooves or benches.



Texturing reduces the runoff velocity, traps sediment, and increases the infiltration of
water into the soil.
 Surfacing Roughening
 Grooved or Serrated Slope
 Benched Slope

Applications


Temporary measure.



May be used to roughen the exposed soils on the slope surface in the direction of water
flow to minimize erosion and to entrap some sediments.



May be used on fresh cut or fill slopes (8 m length or longer; practical travel reach of a
dozer) with gradients of generally 3H:1V or steeper (2H:1V as general steepness limit)
constructed in cohesive soils.



May be used on slope subgrade that will not be immediately topsoiled, vegetated or
otherwise stabilized.



May be applied to topsoiled slope to provide track serration to further reduce erosion
potential.



May be used in graded areas with smooth and hard surfaces.



As part of slope design, benching may be used to effect a reduction of erosion hazard
where a long slope length needs to be shortened into smaller sectional lengths with
mid-benches; normally a 3 m wide bench can be appropriate.



Benching is usually a permanent slope design feature and should only be designed by a
qualified geotechnical engineer.



Benching of a long slope section to divide into short sections can reduce erosion hazard
in the range of 30 to 50% (e.g., sediment yield for 15 m high 3H:1V slope with
mid-bench).

Reference:
Alberta Transportation,
Erosion and Sediment
Control Best Management
Practices, June 2011.
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Limitations


Surface roughening and tracking may increase grading costs.



Surface roughening and tracking may cause sloughing in certain soil types (i.e., sandy
silt) and seepage areas; geotechnical advice is recommended.



Texturing provides limited sediment and erosion control and should be used as a
temporary measure prior to topsoiling.



Should be used in conjunction with other erosion and sediment control measures
(i.e., offtake ditches) to limit the sheet flow downslope.

Construction


Surface Roughening
 Leave soil in rough grade condition, do not smooth grade soil.
 Large lumps of soil will aid in decreasing runoff velocities, trap sediment, and
increase infiltration of water.



Surface Tracking
 Using tracked construction equipment to move up and down the slope, leaving
depressions perpendicular to the slope direction; limit passes to prevent
overcompaction of the surface.
 Depressions in the soil will aid in decreasing runoff velocities, trap sediment, and
increase infiltration of water.



Grooving
 Excavating shallow furrows across the width of the slope, perpendicular to the
direction of the slope.
 If used, contour grooves should be approximately 0.1 to 0.2 m in depth.
 Grooves can be made by using equipment or hand.



Benching
 Construction of narrow, flatter sections of soil on the slope, perpendicular to the
direction of the slope.
 Benches should be designed by qualified geotechnical engineer.
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Construction Considerations


During tracking operations, care must be taken to minimize disturbance to the soil
where the equipment turns or changes direction.



Minimize the number of tracking passes to one or two times to avoid overcompaction,
which can negatively impact the vegetation growth.



It is practical to track roughen a slope length of greater than 8 m for practical up/down
slope operation of a small bulldozer. It is important to minimize the loosening of soil
caused by turning movement of the bulldozer at the end of each pass. As the erosion
potential is lower for slope of low vertical height (<3 m height and 3H:1V slope), the
tracking of low height slope is not required and not practical for bulldozer tracking
operation.
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HAND SEEDING
PROCEDURAL BMP
Description and Purpose


Hand seeding is broadcasting grass seed on disturbed areas by hand or a hand seeding
device. This BMP is used to reduce potential for soil becoming water or air borne, to
reduce water velocity/erosive forces after vegetation establishment and to aid in
habitat protection/maintenance.



The purpose of this BMP includes establishing vegetation in sparse, bare and/or
exposed soil areas and decreasing soil erosion.

Applications


This BMP may be used after soil disturbance is completed at construction sites.
This BMP may be used in areas that need to be permanently or temporarily vegetated.
It may be used in conjunction with other BMPs.

Limitations


In months when seed germination will not occur. (In winter months, see "Mulching"
BMPs).

Construction Considerations


Seed mixes vary. Seed selection should be based on the intended use of the area it is
applied to, for example, low growing grass versus ditch bank grass.



Spread seed uniformly and according to manufacturer’s recommendations.



Cover with other methods as needed to protect surface (for example, light application
of mulch, jute matting).

Inspection and Maintenance


Inspect during seed establishment period. Re-seed, due to mortality, as necessary.



Schedule additional inspections during storm events and/or heavy rainfall. Check for
scour and sloughing; any required repairs shall be made.

Reference:
Alberta Transportation,
Erosion and Sediment
Control Best Management
Practices, June 2011.
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RIPRAP ARMOURING
EROSION CONTROL BMP
Description and Purpose



Large, loosely placed cobbles or boulders placed along channel banks or slopes to
protect underlying soil from erosion due to flowing water.
Can protect slopes and channel banks against erosion.

Applications



Permanent measure.
May be used on channel banks and slopes with flow velocities ranging from 2 m/s to
5 m/s (dependent on rock size and thickness); appropriate for slopes that do not exceed
2H:1V.



Riprap only needs to be placed at lower portion of channel section to the anticipated
flow height (mean annual peak flow) plus freeboard.



Must be used in conjunction with a non-woven geotextile underlay acting as a filtration
separator with basal soil.



For fluctuating high flow channel, the riprap should be underlain by a layer of granular
filter material for cyclic drawdown long-term performance with/without an extra layer
of non-woven geotextile as underlay.

Limitations


Expensive form of channel lining and stabilization.



Requires heavy equipment and transport of rock to site.



May not be feasible in areas where suitable rock is not available.



Riprap may have to be placed by hand.



Can be classified as uniform or graded. Uniform riprap would contain stones which
would contain a mixture of stones ranging from small to large. Graded riprap forms a
flexible self-healing cover.

Construction


Grade the slope or channel to final design grade.



Place filter (underlay) layer on prepared slope.

Reference:
Alberta Transportation,
Erosion and Sediment
Control Best Management
Practices, June 2011.
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Filter layer can consist of non-woven geotextile underlay and/or well graded granular
material dependent on hydraulic conditions.



Place riprap layer.



Riprap should consist of a graded mixture of sound, durable stone with at least 50% of
the riprap material being larger than 200 mm in diameter.



Riprap should be placed in a uniform thickness across the channel so as not to constrict
channel width.



Riprap layer should be 1.5 to 2 times the thickness of the largest rocks used, 1.5 to
3 times the thickness of the D50 material, and not less than 300 mm in thickness.

Inspection and Maintenance


Periodic inspections to check for erosion of protected material or movement of riprap.
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